
TIME HAS PROVED THE TRUTH 
 
Time has proved the truth. The controversy on LICE to JTO is taking a new shape. The 
association was split by vested group only on the stand taken by the parent association 
(now renowned as JUSTICEBSNL) on the issue of JTO LICE. The stand of association was 
very clear and just but not acceptable to the splinters. The stand of association was that 
LICE can not be stopped but can argue for eligibility in LICE to all standing qualified in 
earlier Rule, which is more fare, correct and legally viable. Association also proposed to 
continue the fight simultaneously for regularization and seniority of JTO qualified officials 
in earlier JTO R/R 1996 in tact. This alone will simultaneously protect the interest of all 
groups. But, nothing was acceptable to the splinter group other than canceling LICE. They 
were not even ready to wait for a convenient date/place for discussing all these 
possibilities. They said good bye to parent association in a hasty manner and formed new 
fraction in Kerala on the issue of LICE.  The representatives who participated on behalf of 
the leaders of parent association, in the absence coordinators, also did not communicate 
this truth, but took a biased and distorted attitude which in fact oiled the fire. 
 
Now finally what happened in CAT?.  Hon’ble CAT has correctly judged what the 
association JUSTICEBSNL judged in 2010 when the controversies mushroomed. “CAT finds 
it appropriate that those JTOs who are now officiating can be considered 
for necessary relaxation in the matter of qualification so as to enable them 
to appear in the JTO LDCE.”  
 
Yes, Time has correctly proved the truth as pointed out by us in January 2010. The 
judgment is in fact an honor to the association JUSTICEBSNL and to it’s slogan that 
“cancellation of LICE is not a solution to the issue”, which has come to light now.   
 
However JUSTICEBSNL do not believe this development will solve the whole crisis due to 
obvious reasons. Instead, this will take the people in to a new ride, new controversies and 
bitter fates. Eligibility to mechanical engineering holders will not cover all officiating 
JTOs. Allowing eligibility in LICE to all on the other hand may even question the further 
retaining of remaining select list of 2nd screening list.   All this issues will be discussed by 
JUSTICEBSNL soon. That is why JUSTICEBSNL did not prefer this path.  Lot of queries are 
being received to JUSTICEBSNL in email, all will be answered and published. 
 
Let the splinters who misused the occasions be apologized before the common members 
who are going to be fooled soon.  Let the Associations that misguided the people be bowed 
their head on guilty consciousness. Let this be a lesson to all who follow the mistakes 
without common sense. Only just and truth will survive. 
 
It will be wise to recollect the stand taken by JUSTICEBSNL in JTO-LICE now.  


